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Three Learning Objectives:
1. Analysis of Recent Tax Court Cases
2. IRS Rulemaking on amendments including Alliance’s amicus briefs and position paper
3. Update on rollout and implementation of IRS Listed Transactions notice and syndication
Session Description:
There’s a lot going on at the Tax Court and at the IRS. We’ll bring everyone up to speed on the latest
developments in case law, pending tax court cases, IRS rulemaking on amendments, and actions to
curtail conservation easement syndicated deals.
Detailed Outline:
1. Tax Controversy Case Law Updates (Attorney Rob Levin)(20 minutes)
Review the Case Law Summaries and Court Opinions (See attached summaries; full opinions linked
online)
a. Big River Development, L.P. v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2017-166 (U.S.T.C. Aug.
28, 2017)
b. 310 Retail, LLC v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2017-164 (U.S.T.C. Aug. 24, 2017)
c. Bosque Canyon Ranch, L.P. v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2015-130 (U.S.T.C. 2015),
rev’d No. 16-60068 , – F.3d -- (5th Cir. Aug. 11, 2017)(Bosque Canyon Ranch II)
d. Rutkoske v. Commissioner, 149 T.C. No. 6 (U.S.T.C. Aug. 7, 2017)
e. Partita Partners LLC v. United States, 118 A.F.T.R.2d 2016-6243, 2016 WL 6238611
(S.D.N.Y. Oct. 25, 2016)(Partita I); 2017 WL 2937689 (S.D.N.Y. July 10, 2017)(Partita
II)
f. RERI Holdings I, LLC v. Commissioner, 149 T.C. No. 1 (U.S.T.C. July 3, 2017)
g. RP Golf, LLC v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2012-282 (U.S.T.C. 2012)(RP Golf I); T.C.
Memo 2016-80 (U.S.T.C. 2016)(RP Golf II); aff’d --- F.3d --- (8th Cir. June 26, 2017)(RP
Golf III)
h. Ten Twenty Six Investors v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2017-115 (U.S.T.C. June 15,
2017)
i. Nautica Phase 2 v. Commissioner, T.C. Docket No. 14859-16, April 21, 2017
2. Amendments Issues (40 minutes)
a. IRS Challenges to Amendment Provision Sells cases – 20 minutes

i.

Alliance’s amicus briefs on amendment provisions challenged by IRS Audits (online
only)(Rob Levin)
i. Sells, et al., v. Commissioner, Docket No. 6267-12, 6801-12, 6835-12,
6836-12, 6837-12, 6838-12, 19246-12, 13553-13 (2016)
ii. Kumar , et al., v. Commissioner, Docket No. 21394-11, 21575-11 (2016)
iii. Consistent with Amendment Report

b. Latest developments since Rally 2016 by IRS of Rulemaking on Modifications (Attorney Jessica
Jay)(20 minutes)
i. IRS Notice 2017-28 Request for Comments to 2017-2018 Priority Guidance Plan
(attached)
ii. Alliance’s Responses and positions (see full copies all online)
i. January 31, 2017 Position Paper and Transmittal Letter from the Land Trust
Alliance (online)
ii. February 2017 revised Land Trust Standards and Practices booklet (PDF online)
iii. June 1, 2017 Response to the IRS by Andrew Bowman, President, Land Trust
Alliance (attached)
iv. July 2017 the second edition of Amending Conservation Easements: Evolving
Practices and Legal Principles Download the 2017 edition » (online)
3. Syndication and Listed Transactions (Attorney Steve Small)(20 minutes)
a. Overview and brief background of the issue
i. Land Trust Alliance Summaries of IRS Notice 2017-10 and 2017-29 (attached)
ii. Pop Quiz (attached)
iii. IRS Listed Transactions Notice 2017-10 and 2017-29 (attached)
iv. Tax Notes article by Stephen Small (online only)
v. Land Trust Alliance Important Updated Advisory August 8, 2016 (online only)
vi. Outline of transaction legal structure and tax issues by Attorney Tim Lindstrom (online
only)
vii. Explanation of Application on the Ground by Attorney Jay Erickson (online only)
viii. PowerPoint Slides of the Mechanics and Mathematics of Syndications (online only)
ix. National Architectural Trust Injunction by Department of Justice (online only)
b. Implementation of Notice by the IRS
c. Implications for Land Trusts
4. Conclusion and conversation (10 minutes)
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Bosque Canyon Ranch, L.P. v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2015-130 (U.S.T.C. 2015), rev’d
No. 16-60068 , – F.3d -- (5th Cir. Aug. 11, 2017)(Bosque Canyon Ranch II)
 State: Texas
 Procedural Status: Case active. On remand to Tax Court.
 Date: 2017
 Keywords: Appraisal penalty; baseline documentation; capital gain; charitable
deduction; disguised sale; Internal Revenue Code; private conservation easement;
protected in perpetuity; qualified real property interest; reasonable cause; section
170(h); standard of review; substantial compliance; syndication.
 Summary of Facts and Issues: In 2003, Bosque Canyon Ranch, a Texas partnership,
purchased a 3,744-acre ranchland parcel for about $5 million and spent another $2.2
million on improvements over the next two years. In 2005, BCR began marketing
limited partnership units at $350,000 per unit. Between October and December 2005,
BCR received payments totaling $8.4 million from 24 land unit purchases. Each
purchaser became a limited partner, and the partnership subsequently distributed to
each limited partner a fee simple interest in an undeveloped five-acre “Homesite”
parcels. The majority of the land was held for various outdoor amenities for use by the
partners. The distribution of Homesite parcels was conditioned on BCR I granting a
conservation easement to the North American Land Trust (NALT) on 1,750 acres of the
ranch. BCR granted the easement in December 2005, excluding the Homesites from the
easement. But the easement included a provision that the boundaries of the Homesite
parcels (and by corollary the easement’s internal boundaries with those Homesite
parcels) could be adjusted, provided that any such adjustment could not “in [NALT’s]
reasonable judgment, directly or indirectly result in any material adverse effect on any
of the Conservation Purposes” and that the area of each Homesite could not be
increased. BCR received an appraisal valuing the easement at $8,400,000 -- the same
amount as the total land unit sales. Between 2005 and 2007, BCR set up a separate
partnership and structured a virtually identical development and conservation
easement arrangement on another 1,732 acres of the ranch. The 2007 easement
excluded 23 Homesite parcels and was appraised at $7,500,000. Following these
various transactions, the 47 limited partners owned approximately 235 acres, and 3,482
of the remaining 3,509 acres were subject to either the 2005 or the 2007
easement. The IRS challenged the charitable contribution deductions on two separate
grounds. First, it cited Belk to claim that the boundary adjustment provision violated
the requirement in § 170(h)(2)(C) that a specific parcel of real property be permanently
protected by the easement. Second, it contended that the baseline documentation for
each easement was inadequate to meet the requirements of Reg. § 1.170A14(g)(5)(i). For example, one report included in the baseline for the December 2005
easement was dated March 2007 and thus was added 15 months after that easement’s
closing. Meanwhile, the Baseline for the December 2007 easement was not signed until
November 2008. Furthermore, much of data in each Baseline was current only as of
April 2004, not the date of each easement’s respective conveyance. Meanwhile, taking
an additional angle, the IRS argued that the sale of partnership interests and subsequent



distribution of Homesite parcels was a disguised sale under I.R.C. § 707 and, therefore,
the partnerships owed capital gains tax on these transactions.
Holding: The Tax Court ruled for the IRS in all respects. First, citing Belk, it held that the
easements did not qualify for deductions because of the boundary adjustment
provision. Second, the court said that the 2005 and 2007 baseline documentations were
“unreliable, incomplete, and insufficient to establish the condition of the relevant
property on the date the respective easements were granted.” The court denied a
substantial compliance contention made by the partnerships on the baseline
issue. Third, the court held that the transactions between the partnerships and the
limited partners were indeed disguised sales. Fourth, the court assessed gross valuation
misstatement penalties under I.R.C. § 6662(h). For the 2005 donation, where a
reasonable cause exception to the penalty was applicable, the court noted the poor
baseline documentation practices in denying this exception.
 November 2017 Update: In a 2-to-1 split decision, the Fifth Circuit reversed and
remanded. As a preliminary matter, the Circuit held that the standard of statutory
review for conservation easement deductions should be ordinary, rather than strict.
Next, the Court was much more forgiving on the baseline issue, first noting that the
Regulation’s permissive rather than mandatory language as to what might be
included in a baseline indicated an intent to be “flexible and illustrative rather than
rigid.” The Court determined that the wealth of maps, photos, and habitat reports
that were included in the baselines was “more than sufficient to establish the
condition of the property prior to the donation.” In particular, the Fifth Circuit
wrote: “The Tax Court’s hyper-technical requirements for baseline documentation, if
allowed to stand, would create uncertainty by imposing ambiguous and subjective
standards for such documentation and are contrary to the very purpose of the
statute. If left in place, that holding would undoubtedly discourage and hinder
future conservation easements.” Finally, the Court found that allowing limited
changes to the internal boundaries was supportive of, and not inconsistent with, the
perpetuity requirements of § 170(h). In a key section citing earlier D.C. Circuit and
First Circuit appellate decisions, the Fifth Circuit wrote, “The common-sense
reasoning that [Simmons and Kaufman] espoused, i.e., that an easement may be
modified to promote the underlying conservation interests, applies equally here.
The need for flexibility to address changing or unforeseen conditions on or under
property subject to a conservation easement clearly benefits all parties, and
ultimately the flora and fauna that are their true beneficiaries.” The Fifth Circuit also
noted approvingly that the homesites were generally clustered in a particular area of
the protected properties around the only existing road, and thus it was highly
unlikely that the boundary adjustment provision could be abused to allow the
homesites to be scattered throughout the protected properties. Moreover, because
the potential boundary adjustments were to homesites that were fully within the
protected property’s external boundaries, the Fifth Circuit distinguished the
situation from the Fourth Circuit’s decision in Belk v. Commissioner, 774 F.3d 221
(4th Cir. 2014)(Belk III), which held that limited “substitution” changes to the external
boundaries of a conservation easement rendered the easement ineligible under §
170(h). One judge out of the three-judge panel filed a separate opinion, dissenting
in part and concurring in part. After rejecting the majority’s “impermissibly lax
standard” for statutory interpretation, the dissent opined that the Bosque easement





allowed for more than de minimis changes as to which property was protected and
therefore failed the Belk test that “a conservation easement must govern a defined
and static parcel.”
Analysis and Notes: November 2017 Update: Commentators are lining up to analyze
this important case limiting the reach of Belk and Balsam Mountain. We will be watching
for the other circuits to evaluate remaining cases in process. For a sampling of the
commentary see: NALT, Misti Schmidt, Jonathan Bockian, S. Beaux Jones, Ronald Levitt
and Michelle Abroms Levin, and Rob Levin.
 Previous: This case is significant on a number of levels. First, it represents another
application of the principles underlying Belk and Balsam Mountain Investments.
(The holder here, NALT, was the same land trust involved in the recent Balsam
Mountain Investments case and the 2009 Kiva Dunes case.) Second, the opinion
breaks new ground in holding that an inadequate baseline documentation can
defeat a tax deduction. Although other Tax Court rulings have touched on baseline
issues, never before has the IRS taken direct aim at insufficient baseline practices.
This case should be seen as a wake-up call for land trusts to make sure they finish
complete and up-to-date baselines prior to closing an easement (See Practice 11B of
Land Trust Standards and Practices). Third, although the disguised sale issue
involves partnership law and is not specific to land conservation, it is nevertheless
important to the land trust community because over the last few years a handful of
conservation easement promoters have pushed dubious syndication schemes,
attracting IRS concern. Typically, substantial overvaluation of the easement
appraisal is a key part of these schemes. Here, although the transaction scheme
with the limited partners was not a typical syndication because the partners actually
received developable residential sites, the two easements combined were valued at
$15.9 million but the aggregate purchase price and capital improvements to the
property was only $7.17 million, indicating a substantial overvaluation. See the
Alliance’s Important Advisory: Syndication for more information regarding the need
for heightened due diligence and documentation when encountering complex passthrough entity transactions, especially with the additional factors present in this
case of sales to multiple investors and multiples of deduction valuation over the
purchase price in just a few years. For another recent disguised sale case, see SWF
Real Estate, LLC. v. Commissioner, below.

Rutkoske v. Commissioner, 149 T.C. No. 6 (U.S.T.C. Aug. 7, 2017)
 State: Maryland
 Procedural Status: Case active. Trial pending.
 Date: 2017
 Keywords: Agricultural conservation easement; bargain sale; charitable deduction;
Internal Revenue Code; private conservation easement; qualified farmer; section 170.
 Summary of Facts and Issues: In 2009, brothers Mark and Felix Rutkoske were in the
business of farming, each of them spending at least 2,500 hours engaged in physical
labor and management services in growing and harvesting a variety of crops. Through
numerous entities they owned seven parcels of land in Maryland and Delaware, totaling
1,455 acres. In June 2009, Browning Creek, LLC, of which each brother was a 50%
member, granted a conservation easement on a 355-acre parcel of farmland in
Earleville, Maryland to the Eastern Shore Land Conservancy. They were paid $1,505,000







for the easement, and separately claimed charitable deductions of $667,500 based on
the difference between the appraised before value of $4,970,000 and the appraised
after value of $2,130,000, minus the purchase price. Immediately after the bargain sale
of the easement, the LLC sold the conserved property for $1,995,000 and reported a
substantial capital gain in that transaction, along with a capital gain from the sale of the
easement. That same year, they reported farming wage income of $17,000 and $29,000,
respectively. The Rutkoskes claimed status as a “qualified farmer” under §
170(b)(1)(E)(v), thus gaining eligibility for enhanced easement income tax benefits under
§ 170(b)(1)(E)(iv). Under this provision, the donor may deduct the value of the donation
up to 100% of her contribution base, as opposed to the general 50% limitation. Section
170(b)(1)(E)(v) defines the term “qualified farmer or rancher” as an individual whose
gross income from the trade or business of farming (within the meaning of §
2032A(e)(5)) is greater than 50% of the individual’s gross income for the taxable year.
The IRS objected, contending that the sale of land or conservation easements are not
activities listed in § 2032A(e)(5) and therefore those proceeds not constitute income
from the trade or business of farming for purposes of determining “qualified farmer”
status under § 170(b)(1)(E)(v).
Holding: The Tax Court examined the gross income of the Rutkoskes to determine
whether 50 percent of their income was from the business of farming within the
meaning of section 2032(A)(e)(5). The Court interpreted “within the meaning of
2032(A)(e)(5)” to mean that the income must come only from the specific activities
listed in I.R.C. § 2032(A)(e)(5). Here, income from the sale of the easement and the fee
interest in the farm contributed more than 50 percent to the adjusted gross income,
and the Tax Court found that such a sale did not fit within the activities listed by §
2032(A)(e)(5). Even though the taxpayers continued to farm and the Tax Court
acknowledged that “the taxpayers are in the business of farming,” it held that being a
qualified farmer is different from being a farmer because of the exhaustive list in §
2032(A)(e)(5). The Tax Court further noted another obstacle to claiming “qualified
farmer” status. The easement was sold by the LLC, and I.R.C. § 702(b) provides that the
character of income distributed to partners must be determined as if realized by the
LLC, which was in the business of leasing real estate and not in the business of farming.
Thus, in the Rutkoskes’ hands the easement and land sale proceeds did not constitute
income from the trade or business of farming.
Analysis and Notes: This case highlights the difficulty of applying the qualified farmer
rule, particularly because the rule hinges on gross income. On the one hand, a nonfarmer taxpayer could buy a farm enterprise to meet the 50 percent income threshold,
donate a conservation easement over any piece of property (farm or not) and offset all
income, including the taxpayer’s remaining 50 percent of nonfarm income for that year.
On the other hand, a legitimate farmer who sells a conservation easement at a bargain
sale (or makes another large real property sale in the same year) could miss being
“qualified” because of the disparate impact of that single sale on the farmer’s income
that year. The Tax Court explicitly acknowledged the challenge but was compelled to
follow the statutory language.

Ten Twenty Six Investors v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2017-115 (U.S.T.C. June 15, 2017)
 State: New York
 Procedural Status: Case active. Period for appeal still open.












Date: 2017
Keywords: Charitable deduction; definition of conservation easement; enabling statute;
façade easement; historic preservation easement; Internal Revenue Code; private
conservation easement; protected in perpetuity; recording; remoteness; section 170(h).
Summary of Facts and Issues: In December 2004, Ten Twenty Six Investors granted a
historic preservation façade easement on a ten-story warehouse to the National
Architectural Trust (NAT). However, NAT failed to record the easement until December
2006. The IRS disallowed the $11.3 million deduction in its entirety, and the taxpayer
filed suit.
Holding: The Tax Court disallowed the deduction because of the failure to timely record
the easement. The court found this case to be nearly identical to Zarlengo, Rothman,
and Mecox Partners LP, all discussed below. As in Mecox Partners, the Tax Court
rejected the argument that because the easement didn’t explicitly reference New York’s
conservation easement enabling statute, the easement was a common law restrictive
covenant instead of or in addition to a statutory conservation easement. And even if
the Court granted this definitional argument, the easement would fail to meet the
perpetuity requirements of I.R.C. § 170(h)(5) because the possibility that the easement
could be defeated by the late recording was not so remote as to be negligible. In
particular, the Court noted the possibilities that NAT would transfer the easement or
that the landowner would sell or mortgage the property and purposefully or
inadvertently fail to notify the buyer of the easement encumbrance. The fact that the
landowner was not actively marketing the property, as was the case in Zarlengo, was
immaterial because the remoteness test is applied at the time of the easement
conveyance, and not in hindsight.
Analysis and Notes: Easement grantors are now zero-for-four in late-recorded easement
cases, and this decision should come as no surprise to anyone.

Partita Partners LLC v. United States, 118 A.F.T.R.2d 2016-6243, 2016 WL 6238611
(S.D.N.Y. Oct. 25, 2016)(Partita I); 2017 WL 2937689 (S.D.N.Y. July 10, 2017)(Partita II)
 State: New York
 Procedural Status: Case active. Period for appeal still open.
 Date: 2017
 Keywords: Appraisal penalty; charitable deduction; entire exterior; façade easement;
historic preservation easement; Internal Revenue Code; protected in perpetuity.
 Summary of Facts and Issues: In 2003, Partita Partners LLC (Partita) purchased a fourstory building in New York City’s Upper East Side Historic District for $4,050,000. Partita
donated a historic preservation façade easement to the Trust for Architectural
Easements (TAE) in 2008 and claimed a charitable deduction of $4,186,000. The
easement allowed for additional development of the building, including two new stories
comprising up to 2,700 square feet, upon TAE’s written approval. The IRS challenged
the deduction in its entirety, claiming that the easement, by allowing additional vertical
expansion, did not preserve “the entire exterior of the building (including the front,
sides, rear, and height of the building),” as required by I.R.C. § 170(h)(4)(B)(i)(I) for all
façade easements donated post-2006.
 Holding: The District Court agreed with the IRS, finding that the easement failed to
preserve the entire exterior by allowing additional floors to be added. In particular, the





court found such expansion disqualifying even if the added floors would not exceed the
height of the bulkhead that currently existed on the building’s roof.
 July 2017 Update: In a July 2017 decision, the District Court denied the taxpayer’s
motion for partial summary judgment on the appraisal penalties, and scheduled the
issue for trial. In particular, the court rejected Partita’s argument that because
Partita I was decided on the threshold question of the easement’s eligibility under §
170(h) and not on valuation grounds, that no valuation misstatement penalty could
be applied. The court cited the United States Supreme Court’s decision in United
States v. Woods, 134 S. Ct. 557 (U.S. 2013) and subsequent cases for the principle
that valuation misstatement penalties could be assessed for many different kinds of
non-valuation reasons that result in an income tax liability. The court also rejected a
technical argument that the IRS has not shown that the penalties were approved in
writing.
Analysis and Notes: Whether a building can be expanded but nevertheless somehow
preserve its “entire exterior” is an issue of first impression. The court here squarely
sided with the IRS, finding that the relevant provision of 170(h) is unambiguous in
prohibiting such expansion.

RP Golf, LLC v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2012-282 (U.S.T.C. 2012)(RP Golf I); T.C. Memo
2016-80 (U.S.T.C. 2016)(RP Golf II); aff’d --- F.3d --- (8th Cir. June 26, 2017)(RP Golf III)
 State: Missouri
 Procedural Status: Case concluded.
 Date: 2017
 Keywords: Charitable deduction; clearly delineated governmental policy; enabling
statute; golf course; habitat; Internal Revenue Code; mortgage subordination; oral
agreement; private conservation easement; section 170(f)(8); section 170(h); substantial
compliance; title.
 Summary of Facts and Issues: On December 29, 2003, National Golf Club of Kansas City,
LLC (National Golf), a subsidiary of RP Golf, LLC, donated a conservation easement on a
277-acre property to the nonprofit Platte County Land Trust (PLT). RP operated two
private golf courses on the protected property. The easement’s granting provision
stated that the grant was made “in consideration of the covenants and representations
contained herein and for other good and valuable consideration.” In a 2008 letter, PLT
thanked RP Golf for the easement and included a statement that it did not provide any
goods or services in exchange for the easement. The IRS challenged the deduction for
lack of a contemporaneous written acknowledgment and for failure to meet the open
space (§ 170(h)(4)(A)(iii)) or wildlife habitat (§ 170(h)(4)(A)(ii)) conservation purposes
test. Furthermore, RP Golf did not obtain a written subordination of two mortgages
that encumbered the protected property prior to the date of the easement
execution. Rather, the subordinations were executed in April 2004 and retroactively
made effective as of December 31, 2003, which was one day after the easements were
recorded. RP Golf claimed at trial that the mortgagee banks had orally agreed to the
easement conveyances before the execution of the easement, even though the
mortgages required any such agreements to be in writing. Another issue addressed in
the briefs was an alleged discrepancy over the boundaries of the protected
property. The protected property was identified in the easement as comprising 277
acres, but included an area of land that National Golf, the easement grantor, was later



found not to have owned. It appears that RP Golf inadvertently failed to include this
area when it conveyed a deed to National Golf. In any event, RP Golf claimed a
charitable deduction of $16.4 million based on an appraisal finding a before value of
$17.4 million and an after value of $1 million. The appraisal assumed a protected
property of 277 acres.
 Holding: In a 2012 opinion the Tax Court held, following Simmons and Averyt and
breaking with Schrimsher, that the conservation easement itself met the requirements
of a contemporaneous written acknowledgment. Without expressly stating so, the
easement as a whole made clear that no goods or services were received in exchange
for the easement. The phrase “for other good and valuable consideration” was
interpreted as boilerplate of no legal effect for purposes of § 170(f)(8). Next, the Tax
Court noted that RP had conceded that the easement was not pursuant to a clearly
delineated governmental conservation policy and therefore did not meet the open
space test of § 170(h)(4)(A)(iii), because the state’s conservation policy at the time of
the donation, as set forth in Missouri’s conservation easement enabling statute, was
limited to counties having a population of more than 200,000 residents or in any
adjoining county. (Platte County, the location of this conservation easement, did not
have more than 200,000 residents.) Finally, the Tax Court denied summary judgment to
both sides on the question of whether the easement protected significant wildlife
habitat within the meaning of § 170(h)(4)(A)(ii), and it does not appear that this issue
was substantively briefed by the parties.
 July 2016 Update: In an April 2016 opinion the Tax Court held that the easement
failed to qualify for a deduction due to the absence of a timely mortgage
subordination. The court noted that the possibility of an oral subordination had
been considered and rejected by the Tax Court in Mitchell I. The court also noted
that Missouri's statute of frauds requires a written agreement where any interest in
land is involved. Moreover, the court found that the late subordinations were
flawed in their language (consents only) and failed to recite exactly what and how
much of the liens were subordinated. On the boundary issue, the Tax Court held
that because National Golf had no legal title to a certain portion of the protected
property, that part of the easement was not a charitable contribution to PLT and the
value of those acres must be removed from any potential charitable deduction. In
particular, a curative remedy under Missouri’s title standards was deemed to be
ineffective to salvage the charitable deduction.
 July 2017 Update: The Eighth Circuit followed the Ninth Circuit in Minnick and the
Tenth Circuit in Mitchell, holding that any mortgage subordination must occur by the
time of the easement donation in order for the easement to be protected in
perpetuity under § 170(h)(5) or Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(2).
Analysis and Notes: At the time of this easement donation, Missouri had a unique
conservation easement enabling statute that only authorized easements in certain counties,
as noted above. In 2011, Missouri overhauled its enabling statute to essentially follow the
Uniform Conservation Easement Act. The portion of the opinion concerning the clearly
delineated governmental conservation policy does not establish new case law because RP
had conceded the issue. However, the fact that it had to concede the issue underscores
that land trusts and landowners should conduct a thorough analysis in the easement
planning stages of whether a donated easement meets the clearly delineated standard.



Big River Development, L.P. v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2017-166 (U.S.T.C. Aug. 28,
2017)
 State: Pennsylvania
 Procedural Status: Case active.
 Date: 2017
 Keywords: Façade easement; charitable deduction; contemporaneous written
acknowledgment; historic preservation easement; integration provision; Internal
Revenue Code; private conservation easement; section 170(f)(8); valuation.
 Summary of Facts and Issues: In January 2005, Big River Development, L.P. (BRD)
granted a historic preservation façade easement to the Pittsburgh History and
Landmarks Foundation (PHLF). The easement protected the façade of the circa 1901
Armstrong Cork Factory building. BRD claimed a $7.14 million charitable deduction, but
the IRS challenged the deduction on valuation grounds and also due to a lack of a timely
contemporaneous written acknowledgment (CWA). A CWA letter was sent, but not
until over two years after the easement was conveyed. On summary judgment before
the Tax Court, BRD argued that the conservation easement deed itself constituted a
CWA.
 Holding: In language very similar to 310 Retail, LLC (see below), which had been issued a
few days earlier, the Tax Court once again held that the easement deed qualified as a
CWA. In particular, the easement qualified because it included a reference to a
stewardship donation as “consideration.” This reference, paired with an integration
provision stating that the easement constituted the entire agreement between the
parties, was enough to negate the existence of any other consideration not stated in the
easement.
 Analysis and Notes: See 310 Retail, LLC for additional analysis.



310 Retail, LLC v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2017-164 (U.S.T.C. Aug. 24, 2017)
 State: Illinois
 Procedural Status: Case active.
 Date: 2017
 Keywords: Façade easement; charitable deduction; contemporaneous written
acknowledgment; historic preservation easement; integration provision; Internal
Revenue Code; private conservation easement; section 170(f)(8); valuation.
 Summary of Facts and Issues: Sometime before 2006, 310 Retail LLC acquired the
historic Metropolitan Tower in Chicago. In December 2005, the LLC granted a historic
preservation façade easement to the Landmarks Preservation Council of Illinois (LPCI).
The LLC claimed a $26.7 million charitable deduction, but the IRS challenged the
deduction on valuation grounds and also due to a lack of a timely contemporaneous
written acknowledgment (CWA). A CWA letter was sent, but not until over three years
after the easement was conveyed. On summary judgment before the Tax Court, the LLC
argued that the conservation easement deed itself constituted a CWA.
 Holding: Following RP Golf I and Averyt, the Tax Court held that the easement deed
qualified as a CWA. In particular, the easement stated that the easement was an
unconditional gift. This statement, paired with an integration provision stating that the
easement constituted the entire agreement between the parties, was enough to negate
the existence of any other consideration not stated in the easement. At the same time,





following 15 West 17th St. LLC, the Tax Court once again rejected the claim that an
amended IRS Form 990 by the easement holder could qualify as a CWA.
Analysis and Notes: Despite the outcome in this case, land trusts and landowners are
still well advised to prepare a separate CWA at the time of the easement donation, to
avoid any challenge by the IRS.

RERI Holdings I, LLC v. Commissioner, 149 T.C. No. 1 (U.S.T.C. July 3, 2017)
 State:
 Procedural Status: Case active. Trial pending.
 Date: 2017
 Keywords: Charitable deduction; Form 8283; Internal Revenue Code; remainder
interest; section 170; substantial compliance.
 Summary of Facts and Issues: In a complicated series of transactions, RERI Holdings I,
LLC paid $2.95 million in March 2002 to acquire a remainder interest in an industrial
property located in California. The agreement that created the remainder interest
provided covenants intended to preserve the value of the subject property but also
limited the remedy available to the holder of the remainder interest for a breach of
those covenants to immediate possession of the property; in no event would the holder
of the corresponding term interest be liable for damages to the holder of the remainder
interest. In 2003, RERI assigned the remainder interest to the University of Michigan. On
its 2003 return, RERI claimed a deduction under § 170(a)(1) of $33 million. The Form
8283, Noncash Charitable Contributions, that PS attached to its return provides the date
and manner of its acquisition of the contributed remainder interest but left blank the
space for the “Donor’s cost or other adjusted basis”.
 Holding: The Tax Court held that RERI’s omission from its Form 8283 of its cost or other
adjusted basis violated the substantiation requirement of Reg. § 1.170A-13(c)(4)(ii)(E),
and because the disclosure of its cost or other basis would have alerted the IRS to a
potential overvaluation of that property, substantial compliance was not applicable.
Thus, the deduction was denied in full.
 Analysis and Notes: Although not a land conservation matter, this case is notable for its
insistence that the entire Form 8283 be completed.

Partnership gets fraction of $24 million historic easement deduction
A partnership was allowed only $4.6 million of the $24.4 million in charitable contribution
deductions it claimed for a historic building in Ohio. Nautica Phase 2 LP, which owns the
Historic Powerhouse in Cleveland, was also only eligible for $295,640 in conservation easement
basis reductions, not $1.6 million as the company had originally claimed, U.S. Tax Court Chief
Judge L. Paige Marvel concluded in an April 21 stipulated decision (Nautica Phase 2 LP v.
Commissioner, T.C., No. 14859-16, stipulated decision 4/25/17), and assessed a 40 percent
accuracy-related penalty for any underpayment of tax resulting from the adjustments to the
claimed charitable contributions. The company argued in a June 28 petition that its contribution
of a conservation right in the building to the Historic Warehouse District Development Corp. of
Cleveland (HWDDC) met the statutory requirements of tax code Section 170 for charitable
contribution deductions, writing that the company decided after a 2010 renovation to maintain
and preserve the conservation features of the building and refrain from building any addition
onto the exterior of the property, contributing the conservation right to HWDDC.

Public Comment Invited on Recommendations for 2017-2018 Priority Guidance Plan

Notice 2017-28

The Department of the Treasury (Treasury Department) and the Internal
Revenue Service (Service) invite public comment on recommendations for items that
should be included on the 2017-2018 Priority Guidance Plan.
The Treasury Department's Office of Tax Policy and the Service use the Priority
Guidance Plan each year to identify and prioritize the tax issues that should be
addressed through regulations, revenue rulings, revenue procedures, notices, and other
published administrative guidance. The 2017-2018 Priority Guidance Plan will identify
guidance projects that the Treasury Department and the Service intend to work on as
priorities during the period from July 1, 2017, through June 30, 2018.
The Treasury Department and the Service recognize the importance of public
input in formulating a Priority Guidance Plan that focuses resources on guidance items
that are most important to taxpayers and tax administration. Published guidance plays
an important role in increasing voluntary compliance by helping to clarify ambiguous
areas of the tax law. The published guidance process is most successful if the Treasury
Department and the Service have the benefit of the experience and knowledge of
taxpayers and practitioners who must apply the rules implementing the internal revenue
laws. This input is of particular importance in light of Executive Order 13771 (82 FR
9339) and other recent executive orders that may affect the number or type of guidance
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projects that can be issued during the 2017-2018 plan year.
As is the case whenever significant tax legislation is enacted, the Treasury
Department and the Service will dedicate substantial resources during the current plan
year to published guidance projects necessary to implement various provisions of tax
legislation enacted over the past several years or that may be enacted during the plan
year.

The Treasury Department and the Service will continue to evaluate the priority of

each guidance project taking into account this tax legislation, as well as other
developments occurring during the 2017-2018 plan year.
In reviewing recommendations and selecting projects for inclusion on the 20172018 Priority Guidance Plan, the Treasury Department and the Service will consider the
following:
1.

Whether the recommended guidance resolves significant issues relevant to
many taxpayers;

2.

Whether the recommended guidance reduces controversy and lessens the
burden on taxpayers or the Service;

3.

Whether the recommendation involves existing regulations or other guidance
that is outdated, unnecessary, ineffective, insufficient, or unnecessarily
burdensome and that should be modified, streamlined, expanded, replaced,
or withdrawn;

4.

Whether the recommended guidance would be in accordance with Executive
Order 13771, Executive Order 13777 (82 FR 12285), or other executive
orders.

5.

Whether the recommended guidance promotes sound tax administration;
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6.

Whether the Service can administer the recommended guidance on a uniform
basis; and

7.

Whether the recommended guidance can be drafted in a manner that will
enable taxpayers to easily understand and apply the guidance.

Please submit recommendations by June 1, 2017, for possible inclusion on the
original 2017-2018 Priority Guidance Plan. Taxpayers may, however, submit
recommendations for guidance at any time during the year. The Treasury Department
and the Service may update the 2017-2018 Priority Guidance Plan periodically to reflect
additional guidance that the Treasury Department and the Service intend to publish
during the plan year. The periodic updates allow the Treasury Department and the
Service to respond to the need for additional guidance that may arise during the plan
year.
Taxpayers are not required to submit recommendations for guidance in any
particular format. Taxpayers should, however, briefly describe the recommended
guidance and explain the need for the guidance. In addition, taxpayers may include an
analysis of how the issue should be resolved. For recommendations to modify,
streamline, or withdraw existing regulations or other guidance, taxpayers should
explain how the changes would reduce taxpayer cost and/or burden or benefit tax
administration. It would be helpful if taxpayers suggesting more than one guidance
project prioritize the projects by order of importance.

If a large number of projects are

being suggested, it would be helpful if the projects were grouped in terms of high,
medium, or low priority. Requests for guidance in the form of petitions for rulemaking
will be considered with other recommendations for guidance in accordance with the
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considerations described in this notice.
Taxpayers may mail comments to:
Internal Revenue Service
Attn: CC:PA:LPD:PR (Notice 2017-28) Room 5203
P.O. Box 7604
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044
or hand deliver comments Monday through Friday between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. to:
Courier's Desk
Internal Revenue Service
Attn: CC:PA:LPD:PR (Notice 2017-28)
1111 Constitution Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20224

Alternatively, taxpayers may submit comments electronically via the Federal
eRulemaking Portal at www.regulations.gov (type IRS-2017-0008 in the search field on
the regulations.gov homepage to find this notice and submit comments). All
recommendations for guidance submitted by the public in response to this notice will be
available for public inspection and copying in their entirety. For further information
regarding this notice, contact Emily M. Lesniak of the Office of Associate Chief Counsel
(Procedure and Administration) at (202) 317-3400 (not a toll-free call).
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This White Paper addresses the proposed additional rulemaking regarding
conservation easement deed amendments subject to Internal Revenue Code (the Code)
section 170(h) and Treasury Regulation (the Regulation) section 1.170A-14. The
statistical data and facts presented herein demonstrate that the occurrence of
“detrimental amendments” (i.e., easements that weaken the conservation protections
of the easement) is virtually nonexistent. The considerable burdens and complications
imposed by additional regulation would therefore vastly outweigh any miniscule benefit
derived therefrom. Any new regulation would be a remedy in search of a nonexistent
ailment, a solution in search of a problem. Any new regulation is rendered completely
unnecessary as a result of the following tools already available to the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS): (1) the IRS’s existing, broad authority for oversight and enforcement; and
(2) the IRS’s power to expand its existing oversight and enforcement authority regarding
Code section 501(c)(3) charities. Any new regulation is further rendered unnecessary as
a result of the following factors: (1) the IRS’s rulemaking would be beyond its statutory
authority and contrary to Administrative Procedure Act (APA) standards for reasoned
decision making; (2) the rarity, but necessity, of amendments; and (3) state laws and
processes governing decision making relating to real property interests.
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In summary, the facts presented below and the far-reaching ramifications of
rulemaking demonstrate that additional IRS rulemaking would not only constitute
regulatory overreach in an already heavily regulated arena, it would also be unnecessary
because conservation easements are already subject to extensive IRS oversight and
enforcement authority, as well as to state laws and processes guiding real property
interests.
I.

New Rulemaking under Regulation Section 1.170A-14 Is Unwarranted Because
Existing IRS Authority Already Sufficiently Regulates Amendments and, if
Appropriate, Could Be Further Expanded.

A.

Rulemaking to revise Regulation section 1.170A-14 for amendments is
unnecessary due to the IRS’s existing, broad regulatory authority.

Rulemaking to add new requirements governing amendments of qualified
conservation contributions under Regulation section 1.170A-14 is unnecessary due to
the existing, robust infrastructure of laws, regulations and policies guiding IRS oversight
of such donations, as well as of the actions of easement donors and easement holders.
This complex regulatory framework includes the Code, the Regulations and the IRS
enforcement, audit and compliance divisions, including the Tax Exempt and
Government Entities Division (TE/GE). Taken together, these multiple layers of oversight
foster a rigorous system of compliance and enforcement of all aspects of qualified
conservation contributions, making additional regulation unnecessary. Moreover, the
IRS can also investigate both an easement donor and an easement holder for
compliance with this legal framework, even after the conservation transaction has
concluded.
Regarding easement holders, the IRS already enjoys extensive powers to review
the actions of a tax-exempt Code section 501(c)(3) land trust by requiring them to file
and report on their Form 990s all manner of administration, management,
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maintenance, capacity and modification matters related to holding, stewarding and
enforcing perpetual conservation easements. In addition to the IRS identifying abuse
itself through review of Form 990s, any member of the public can also alert the IRS to
potential tax-related noncompliance by filing a Form 13909 with the IRS (see
www.irs.gov/uac/irs-complaint-process-for-tax-exempt-organizations).
Moreover, the IRS can audit any tax-exempt Code section 501(c)(3) easement
holder to determine why easements were amended at any point without statutory
limitation, including long after the donor grant an easement and the donor’s own
audit period expires. The IRS can find that an easement holder does not constitute a
“qualified organization,” as defined by Code section 170(h)(3) and Regulation section
1.170A-14(c)(1), because the holder is not upholding its tax-exempt purpose under
Code section 501(c)(3) by failing to protect conservation purposes in perpetuity
through its amendment decisions. Further, the IRS can sanction an easement holder for
participating knowingly in an excess benefit transaction and assign intermediate
sanctions against it, as outlined at Code section 4958. Last, as the most severe option,
the IRS can find a qualified organization not to be operating in furtherance of its
exempt purpose in making deed amendment decisions and revoke its tax-exempt status
pursuant to Code section 501(c)(3).
As for easement donors, the IRS ensures compliance with the Code and
Regulations through its audit authority of the donor’s tax return and related activities.
The IRS can audit an easement donor’s conservation transaction within the statute of
limitations three years from the date of the return claiming the qualified conservation
contribution (or beyond based on certain exceptions) and can also examine the actions
of the taxpayer through the “tax benefit doctrine,” as further discussed in Section II.D.
The IRS can audit an easement donor based on the original transaction or subsequent
deed amendment decisions within the audit period.
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The IRS therefore has a plethora of long-standing, effective enforcement
options at its disposal to scrutinize both easement donors and easement holders
at the time of original conservation contribution and thereafter, a point that has been
repeated by courts evaluating IRS challenges to qualified conservation contributions as
nonperpetual.
B.

Several courts have cited the IRS’s ample powers and authority to
regulate compliance with conservation perpetuity requirements through
oversight of charities and exempt organizations, including land trusts.

In order for a conservation easement contribution to be tax deductible, an
easement holder must be a “qualified organization,” that is, either a governmental unit
or a tax-exempt Code section 501(c)(3) organization, and have “a commitment to
protect the conservation purposes of the donation” (Code § 170(h)(3), Treas. Reg. §
1.170A-14(c)(1)). A tax-exempt Code section 501(c)(3) organization must be organized
and operated exclusively in furtherance of its exempt purpose to serve public, and
not private, interests (Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(ii)). Tax-exempt entities are
therefore barred from transferring assets to a private individual without adequate
compensation because of that individual’s relationship with the organization and from
allowing more than an insubstantial benefit to accrue to private individuals or
organizations (Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(2)), requiring that no part of a tax-exempt
organization’s net earnings may “inure to the benefit of any private shareholders or
individuals”) and at 2–3 (“[n]o part of an organization’s net earnings may inure to the
benefit of an insider. An insider is a person who has a personal or private interest in the
activities of the organization such as an officer, director, or a key employee”).
The IRS may review a qualified, tax-exempt easement holder’s actions in the
context of its obligations to fulfill the public good under both the qualified organization
definition and tax-exempt entity requirements. If the IRS deems transactions to create
private inurement for insiders or private benefit for noninsiders, it has at its disposal
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several options. In cases of private inurement and excess benefit, the IRS can impose
excise taxes and penalties on persons and organizations that engaged in the excess
benefit transactions or can strip the involved organization of its tax-exempt status.
The court cites this very IRS tax-exempt oversight authority in Kaufman v. Shulman, 687
F.3d 21 (1st Cir. 2012)(Kaufman III), noting that the IRS is not without remedies or
recourse for the concerns it expresses regarding an easement holder’s protection of
conservation purposes over perpetuity: “In addition, the concern posited by the IRS is
within its power to control: the IRS’s own regulations require that tax-exempt
organizations such as the Trust be operated ‘exclusively’ for charitable purposes, 26
C.F.R. § 1.501(c)(3)-1, a requirement that the IRS can enforce against the Trust”
(Kaufman III at 19).
Moreover, both the Tax Court and District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals
cited IRS tax-exempt entity oversight in Simmons v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 2009-208
(U.S.T.C. 2009)(Simmons I); aff’d 646 F.3d 6 (D.C. Cir. 2011)(Simmons II) when upholding
a historic preservation easement that allowed its holder to consent to change or
abandon some or all of its rights under the easement through the following provision:
“nothing herein contained shall be construed to limit the Grantee’s right to give its
consent (e.g., to changes in a Façade) or to abandon some or all of its rights hereunder.”
While the IRS argued strenuously that this language effectively rendered the easement
nonperpetual due the easement holder’s ability to amend or release the easement, the
Court of Appeals dismissed this argument, stating that any tax-exempt organization
failing its obligations under an easement would be taking a risk vis-à-vis the IRS’s
enforcement powers:
We conclude the easements meet the requirement of perpetuity
in § 170(h)(5)(A). . . . Accordingly, the deeds do all the Commissioner can
reasonably demand to “prevent” uses of the properties inconsistent with
conservation purposes, as required by Treasury Regulation § 1.170A14(g)(1).
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The clauses permitting consent and abandonment, upon which
the Commissioner so heavily relies, have no discrete effect upon the
perpetuity of the easements: Any donee might fail to enforce a
conservation easement, with or without a clause stating it may consent
to a change or abandon its rights, and a tax-exempt organization would
do so at its peril . . .
Moreover, the Commissioner has not shown the possibility
L’Enfant will actually abandon its rights is more than negligible.
Simmons II at 6-7.
In each of the aforementioned cases, the Tax Court and Circuit Courts presumed
as a matter of law that easement holders will faithfully comply with their responsibilities
under Code section 501(c)(3), Code section 170(h) and Regulation section 1.170A-14,
due in no small part to the oversight and enforcement of the IRS they cite.
That both landowners and easement holders are rightly mindful when
approaching any perpetual conservation easement deed amendment is a tribute to the
success of this IRS oversight and enforcement authority. Landowners attempting to
amend conservation easement deeds encumbering their property will have to confront
the impermissible private benefit rules constraining participation in such transactions.
For example, if a landowner requests that the easement holder amend an easement
that increases the property value or decreases conservation values, the easement
holder will measure the public benefits of such a request against the potential for
impermissible private benefit, which comes with severe consequences. If the IRS
determines that these actions create an impermissible private benefit to the landowner
and the land trust’s overall operation substantially serves a purpose contrary to its
exempt purpose, the IRS can revoke the organization’s tax-exempt status, which
effectively is a death sentence for that land trust.
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If the IRS finds these actions benefit an insider to the organization, the IRS
could still revoke the organization’s tax-exempt status or impose intermediate
sanctions and excise taxes on the benefit received to the insider and organization. In
recent years, the IRS has effectively exercised this authority with regard to conservation
easement holders by revoking the 501(c)(3) status of at least four fraudulent
organizations. See Private Letter Ruling 201405018 (January 31, 2014), Private Letter
Ruling 201110020 (December 17, 2010), Private Letter Ruling 2011090030 (December 8,
2010) and Private Letter Ruling 201048045 (September 8, 2010). As these Private Letter
Rulings demonstrate, the potential for impermissible private benefit or inurement
sanctions paired with the substantial public investment in donated perpetual easements
through the section 170(h) deduction provides powerful motivation for the IRS to be
vigilant of the postdonation activities of easement holders.
To the extent that tax-exempt organizations created pursuant to Code section
501(c)(3) are already heavily regulated by IRS enforcement of the Code and Regulations,
additional regulation addressing perpetual conservation easement deed amendment is
unnecessary. Moreover, the IRS could expand its existing authority without specific
deed-amendment rulemaking if it wanted to broaden its oversight of perpetual
easement-holding organizations.
C.

The IRS can increase its oversight and enforcement of amendments.

As recently as 2012, the IRS revised its Form 990 and related instructions to
strengthen its oversight of postdonation activities of easement holders, including
requiring easement holders to demonstrate that they are committed to and capable of
enforcing and defending the conservation easements they hold and that they keep
adequate records, maintain easement endowments and enforce their easements.
Regarding the issue of amendment in particular, the IRS increased its surveillance of
amendment and termination activities by requiring precise accounting of the
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“[n]umber of conservation easements modified, transferred, released, extinguished, or
terminated by the organization during the tax year.”
If the IRS wanted to further increase its authority and oversight of deed
amendment decisions, it could do so without adjusting the language of Regulation
section 1.170A-14. It could instead increase the IRS and TE/GE’s oversight of
conservation easement holders. Moreover, the IRS could pair this increased
surveillance of easement holders generally with the tax benefit doctrine oversight of
easement donors discussed below.
D.

The IRS has ample existing powers and authority through the tax benefit
doctrine to examine easement donors’ conservation easement deed
amendment decisions.

From the easement donor’s standpoint, the IRS can treat an easement
amendment that returns substantial and valuable rights to the easement donor as
creating a tax benefit and apply the inclusionary version of the tax benefit doctrine
against that easement donor (Hillsboro Nat’l Bank v. Comm’r, 460 U.S. 370, 372 (1983)).
The tax benefit doctrine provides that the later recovery of amounts deducted in
previous years must be included as taxable income for the later year, especially if the
event giving rise to the recovery is “fundamentally inconsistent” with the premise
upon which the earlier deduction was based (Id.; see also 26 U.S.C. § 111 (2006)).
The IRS can specifically extend and apply the tax benefit doctrine to an
easement donor who originally granted a perpetual conservation easement in order to
obtain a tax deduction and then regains some or all of the rights bound by that
conservation easement in a later year through a deed amendment. The IRS would be
able to enforce the tax benefit doctrine against that easement donor for recovering
value they purported to relinquish through their original qualified conservation
contribution and associated tax deduction. Although this doctrine applies only to the
original easement donor and not to successor landowners, use of the tax benefit
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doctrine is nevertheless a fruitful area of exploration for the IRS to expand its oversight
of easement amendments in a targeted, efficient manner. Application of the tax benefit
doctrine to conservation transactions and deed amendments also would not likely be
viewed as overstepping statutory authority or unreasoned decision making pursuant to
the APA.
E.

IRS rulemaking for amendments would exceed its congressional mandate
and fall short of the reasoned decision making standard required by the
Administrative Procedure Act.

Rulemaking to add new amendment provisions to the current section 1.170A-14
Regulation is not only unnecessary given the existing extensive oversight and
enforcement authority granted to the IRS, it may also be contrary to existing law and
policy. Extending its oversight and enforcement of easement donor’s conservation
contributions beyond review of qualified organizations under Code section 170(h), of
tax-exempt entities under Code section 501(c)(3) and of tax-exempt entity activities as
reported on Form 990 could inadvertently expand IRS authority beyond its
congressional statutory mandate and, in the face of the facts and statistics presented
hereafter, amount to unreasoned decision making.
Section 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A)-(F) of the APA identifies six standards of review of
agencies and agency action, any one of which standards a reviewing court could rely on
to “hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions” (5 U.S.C §
706(2)(A)-(F)). Two standards of review are of agencies or agency action that is: “(A)
[a]rbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law;”
or “(C) In excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of statutory
right” (5 U.S.C § 706(2)(A), (C)). Congress, in creating Code section 501(c)(3), intended to
allocate administration for decisions relating to the public’s benefit and the charitable
interests protected by charities, such as amending a perpetual conservation easement
deed, to the charities vested with those very responsibilities. If the IRS rulemaking and
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amendment regulation were to intervene and interfere in the charitable decision
making regarding easement deed amendment, this could be viewed as agency action
not in accordance with law and in excess of the IRS’s own statutory authority.
Further, if the IRS rulemaking and amendment regulation were to, for example,
enlist third-party oversight and enforcement of amendments, such as by a state’s
attorney general, this might amount to an IRS agency action beyond its own statutory
authority and an inappropriate delegation of the IRS’s own authorized powers of
oversight and enforcement. Such additional regulation, especially requiring third-party
review, would also place a huge burden on land trusts and states’ attorneys general and
create what amounts to an unfunded mandate on states. Moreover, acting beyond its
congressional statutory mandate and delegating its authority to third parties could be
interpreted by Congress, courts and the public as the IRS inequitably targeting a certain
discrete class of taxpayers and tax-exempt entities, in particular, those attempting to
grant and hold perpetual conservation easements.
In the context of the potential for acting beyond its purview, it is important to
recognize that APA standards and scrutiny apply broadly to the IRS as an agency, as well
as to IRS rulemaking and to the Regulations themselves, unless an exception applies.
The APA states that a “rule” means the whole or a part of an agency statement of
general or particular applicability and future effect designed to implement, interpret or
prescribe law or policy or describing the organization, procedure or practice
requirements of an agency (5 U.S.C. § 551(4)). “Rulemaking” under the APA means the
agency process for formulating, amending or repealing a rule (5 U.S.C. § 551(5)). Rules
that are subject to “notice and comment” are referred to as “legislative rules” because
such rules are intended to have the “force and effect of law.”
A number of recent tax cases have applied general administrative law principles
under the APA to challenge IRS formal and informal guidance, as well as its routine
administrative actions, following the reasoning set forth in Motor Vehicle Manufacturer
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Ass’n of the U.S. v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 463 U.S. 29 (1983). The
State Farm case required that an agency such as the IRS contemporaneously articulate a
satisfactory explanation for its action, including a “rational connection between the
facts found and the choice made.” Further, the U.S. Supreme Court in State Farm said
that to engage in reasoned decision making, an agency “must examine the relevant data
and articulate a satisfactory explanation for its action,” including the aforementioned
rational connection between the facts found and the choice made (Id. at 43 (quoting
Burlington Truck Lines v. United States, 371 U.S. 156, 158 (1962)). Last, section 5 U.S.C. §
706(2)(A) of the APA itself also requires a reviewing court to ensure that the agency
“engaged in reasoned decision-making.” See Judulang v. Holder, 132 U.S. 476, 482-83
(2011). See also, Altera Corp. v. Commissioner, 145 T.C. No. 3 (2015), for a recent Tax
Court case applying general administrative law principles under the APA to IRS actions
and rulemaking.
In Altera, the taxpayer won because the Tax Court held that a Treasury
regulation that required controlled parties that enter into qualified cost-sharing
arrangements to share stock-based compensation costs (the SBC rule) failed the
reasoned decision-making standard enunciated in Motor Vehicle Manufacturer Ass’n of
the U.S. v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 463 U.S. 29 (1983) (State Farm)
and, as a result, was invalid.
In determining whether the Treasury regulation satisfied State Farm’s reasoned
decision-making standard, the Tax Court found that the Treasury regulation failed the
test because the SBC rule lacked a basis in fact; the Treasury failed to rationally connect
the choice it made in enacting the SBC rule with the facts found; the Treasury failed to
adequately respond to significant comments when it issued the final SBC rule; and the
Treasury’s conclusion that the SBC rule was consistent with the arm’s-length standard of
Section 482 of the Code was contrary to the evidence before the Treasury at the time it
made the rule. As a result, the Tax Court ruled in favor of the taxpayer, finding that the
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taxpayer was not required to share stock-based compensation costs, and invalidated the
SBC rule.
APA standards and review of IRS rulemaking in the context of conservation deed
amendment therefore will require that such rulemaking be the product of the IRS’s
reasoned decision making demonstrating a rational connection between the facts found
and the choice made. Reasoned decision making will be the product of IRS examination
of the relevant data in order to articulate a satisfactory explanation for its action, in this
case, for rulemaking. The facts and statistical data presented hereafter demonstrate the
rarity and necessity of easement deed amendment. Given that the IRS must connect
these facts and statistical data to any decision to create new regulation, the only
reasoned IRS decision making in this situation will be to forgo new rulemaking.
II.

Deed Amendments Are Rare and, When Used, Necessary Because the Vast
Majority Are Neutral or Beneficial to Conservation.
Deed amendments are a necessary and important tool to manage conservation

easements over perpetuity. It is without question that those deed amendments that
correct errors, add land to the easement, remove donor’s reserved rights and
strengthen, update or clarify easement language are beneficial to protected
conservation values and to conservation generally. The IRS itself agrees that scrivener’s
errors, omitted easement exhibits, bona fide boundary disputes, releasing donor
retained rights and adding acreage are appropriate instances to amend conservation
easement deeds. Moreover, extensive research by the Alliance demonstrates that,
generally, conservation easement deed amendments rarely occur, and when a deed
amendment is executed, it is necessary to address the particular facts and
circumstances and almost entirely to strengthen or to be neutral to the easement’s
conservation values.
A. Conservation easement deed amendments are rare and, when used,
necessary.
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The following statistics demonstrate that conservation easement deed
amendments in general are rare and that when an amendment is executed, it nearly
always strengthens or is neutral to the easement’s conservation purposes. The Alliance
research shows that amendments that lessen conservation values or protections, called
“detrimental amendments” herein, are so rare as to be nearly nonexistent. A just
published research article, using the Alliance’s 2010 census data, Form 990 data and
other conservation databases over six years from 2008 to 2013, arrives at the same
conclusion.2
The Alliance’s 2015 Land Trust Census (the Census) found that of the 33,667
conservation easements held by the 616 Alliance members who participated in the
Census, only 217 amendments were reported in 2015.3 This amounts to an annual
amendment rate of merely 0.64 percent. This percentage derived from more current
data than the research referenced above nonetheless is within a narrow consistent
range of results. And, as discussed below, the vast majority of these amendments
strengthen or are neutral to the conservation purposes.
Other recent published research shows a very similar low rate of easement
amendments. For instance, in a 2014 study (the Form 990 Study), an independent
researcher reviewed IRS Form 990s for the Alliance in order to gain a better
understanding of the prevalence and type of conservation easement deed
amendments.4 The researcher analyzed a total of 1,875 Form 990 Schedule Ds dating

2

Gerald Korngold, Semida Munteanu, and Lauren Elizabeth Smith, “An Empirical Study of Modification
and Termination of Conservation Easements: What the Data Suggest about Appropriate Legal Rules,” NYU
Environmental Law Journal 14 (1) (2016), www.nyuelj.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/24.1Korngold_Final.pdf
3
These specific figures were conveyed by the Alliance’s Educational Services Manager, Katie Chang. For
the written report, which does not contain these figures, see Land Trust Alliance, 2015 National Land
Trust Census Report, www.landtrustalliance.org/land-trusts/land-trust-census/census.
4
Land Trust Alliance, Results of the Land Trust Alliance Research and Survey on Easement Modification
and Termination (December 2014), www.landtrustalliance.org/publication/results-land-trust-allianceresearch-and-survey-easement-modification-and-termination. Beginning with the 2008 tax year, taxexempt 501(c)(3) organizations holding conservation easements have been required to include detailed
information about easement amendments on their annual IRS Form 990 information returns.
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from 2008 to 2012. In the two years with the most complete data, 2010 and 2011, the
rate of amendments per year was even less than the 2015 Census, at approximately 0.6
percent.5
Using the largest figure from these two data sets, easements are amended at an
annual rate of 0.64 percent. That is to say, roughly one in every 155 conservation
easement deeds is amended in a typical year. This modest amendment rate proves that
the perpetuity of conservation easements is not at risk through runaway amendments,
nor in need of additional regulation. As the statistics and facts demonstrate next, almost
all of these amendments strengthen or are neutral to conservation values.
B.

Facts and statistics show that almost all amendments strengthen or are
neutral to conservation values and detrimental amendments are
exceedingly rare.

Research by the Alliance shows that the overwhelming majority of amendments
are beneficial or neutral to the conservation values, while the occurrence of detrimental
amendments is infinitesimally small. In 2014, the Alliance commissioned the University
of Wisconsin Survey Center to conduct a detailed survey of member land trusts (the
2014 Land Trust Survey), which analyzed the incidence of easement deed amendment
and terminations.6 This study found that of 1,262 amendments analyzed since 2006,
about 43 percent clearly strengthened the conservation protections by either adding
acreage (20 percent), adding new provisions to strengthen the easement (12 percent) or
by extinguishing reserved rights (11 percent).7 Another two categories rounded out the
top five reasons for amending with beneficial results: correcting errors (24 percent) and
clarifying ambiguous terms or updating old provisions (10 percent).8 These five
categories constitute a cumulative three-quarters of all conservation easement deed
5

Id. at 3-4. In 2010, 184 amendments out of 29,446 total easements equals 0.62 percent. In 2011, 180
amendments out of 30,502 total easements equals 0.59 percent.
6
Id. at 9.
7
Id. at 15, 18.
8
Id. at 15, 18.
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amendments, and they resulted in a clear strengthening or a neutral effect on the
original conservation values.
Only a tiny fraction of the amendments, about 2 percent, were attributed to
categories that suggested even the potential for a less than neutral impact to protected
conservation values (“reducing restrictions” and “expanding a reserved right”). Thus, of
the 0.64 percent of easements that are amended in any given year, a nominal 2 percent
of these, or 0.0013 percent of all easements, raise even a question of being less than
neutral to conservation values in any given year.
When these amendments were analyzed by the Alliance in more detail, it almost
invariably found that any concerns that conservation protections were being lessened
through amendments were misplaced and that in fact these amendments usually led to
neutral or beneficial conservation results. In particular, the Alliance commissioned the
Follow-Up Research Report on Terminations and Amendments in 2015 (the Follow-Up
Report) to delve into the circumstances surrounding detrimental amendments from the
Form 990 Study and the 2014 Land Trust Survey.9 The contractor contacted 29 different
land trusts and gathered detailed information on 41 separate amendments that took
place between 2006 and 2014.
As the Follow-Up Report makes clear, virtually every one of these amendments
was the result of a thorough land trust process, guided by legal counsel, in which
conservation results were carefully weighed against a variety of other factors. Usually
the amendments affected a small portion of the protected property and they were
often a solution to difficult stewardship problems. The Follow-Up Report did not find
one single amendment instance where a land trust failed to adhere to its legal and
ethical responsibilities as a conservation easement holder.

9

Robert H. Levin, Follow-Up Research Report on Terminations and Amendments (August 2015),
http://tlc.lta.org/clearinghouse/documents/39385.
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In almost all instances, the amendment led to a strengthening or a neutral effect
on the original conservation purposes. In fact, of the 41 amendments examined, only
two were identified as arguably lessening the conservation protections and only slightly
so in each case due to justifiable reasons related to litigation assessments of
enforceability. In the one instance, no land use restrictions were weakened, but a
division of the protected property into two parcels was permitted to resolve a violation
by a neighbor. In the other instance, a land trust agreed to resolve a difficult violation by
a litigious landowner by using an amendment that resulted in the net removal of one
disputed acre out of a 100-acre easement while still protecting the overall conservation
purposes.
Therefore, of the roughly 0.64 percent of easements amended in any given year,
and of the 0.0013 percent of easements where an amendment even raises concerns, in
only 5 percent of this already tiny number were those concerns confirmed, and only
marginally at that. Although percentages become difficult to grasp at such microscopic
levels, the Alliance’s research suggests that 0.000064 percent of easements might be
affected by a marginally detrimental amendment in any given year. Because there are
42,425 conservation easements throughout the United States held by land trusts
covering approximately 16.8 million acres of land, the statistical likelihood of a
detrimental amendment occurring is less than one-third of 1 percent of one easement
per year affecting less than one acre.
C.

Detrimental amendments are exceedingly rare because of dedicated
attention to the issue by the Alliance and land trusts nationally.

One reason that detrimental amendments are so rare is because land trusts have
established responsible policies and procedures to guide deed amendment decisions.
For instance, Alliance member land trusts must adopt and commit to Land Trust
Standards and Practices (the Standards), the ethical and technical guidelines for the
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responsible operation of a land trust.10 Practice 11I of the Standards requires land trusts
to adopt a written amendment policy in order to provide guidance, ensure that
amendments result in either a positive or not less than neutral conservation result and
do not give rise to impermissible private benefit or private inurement.11 In addition, a
land trust must have a written amendment policy to achieve accreditation by the Land
Trust Accreditation Commission.
The 2014 Land Trust Survey documented that the number of land trusts having
adopted an amendment policy has skyrocketed in recent years.12 Thus, it is by design
that land trusts exhibit responsible amendment practices; these practices are the result
of deliberate policies and processes established by the Alliance and the land trust
community over many years. The Alliance studies demonstrate unequivocally that land
trusts approach any change to a conservation easement deed with an abundance of
caution and employ careful scrutiny, as a requirement of their 501(c)(3) exemption,
consistency with state law and with the Standards. As a charitable organization,
chartered under state law, and as a federally tax-exempt publicly supported entity, any
land trust easement holder has legal and ethical responsibilities to ensure perpetual
protection of the easements that it holds.
The occasional need to amend an easement is rooted in the inability of parties to
the original conservation easement transaction to predict circumstances that may arise
in the future. The analysis of any proposed amendment ensures that it serves public
interests by ensuring the amendment is consistent with state law, adheres to federal
tax-exempt and qualified entity requirements and follows the Standards. One way land
trusts are following proper amendment practices, including the Standards, is by
including well-drafted amendment provisions in their easement deeds. No additional IRS

10

Land Trust Alliance, Land Trust Standards and Practices (2004),
http://s3.amazonaws.com/landtrustalliance.org/LandTrustStandardsPractices2004.pdf.
11
Id. at 14.
12
Supra n. 2 at 14.
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regulation is needed due in part to the prevalence of these provisions, which inform and
limit deed amendment decision making.
D.

Deed amendment provisions in conservation easements properly guide
and inform the power to amend the conservation easement.

A key source of deed amendment guidance provided by the Alliance is Amending
Conservation Easements: Evolving Practices and Legal Principles (the Amendment
Report), a comprehensive report discussing relevant law and best practices. The
Amendment Report expressly recommends that deed amendment provisions be
included in all conservation easements in order to affirm the power to amend, stating
that a deed amendment provision “clarifies up front to all parties that there are
circumstances under which the conservation easement may be amended. The grantor of
an easement with such a provision cannot easily contend that no deed amendment is
permitted or that the land trust concealed the possibility of a deed amendment.”
In this respect, conservation easement deed amendment provisions are similar
to those in all different kinds of real property deeds and contracts, confirming the power
to amend and providing basic procedural guidance, such as requiring that a deed
amendment be in writing and recorded in order to become effective. Thus, deed
amendment provisions in conservation easement deeds represent common sense and
responsible drafting principles for deed amendment consistent with state real property
law.
In recent years, the IRS has seemed to be making the case (in court proceedings
and ad hoc public statements at the Land Trust Alliance Rally) that a conservation
easement cannot be altered over perpetuity because the 170(h)(2)(C) definition
requires that the restriction last for perpetuity, or at least as long as the conditions do
not make the conservation purposes impossible or impractical to protect. The existence
of a deed amendment clause in a perpetual conservation easement does not, however,
render the conservation easement nonperpetual. A conservation easement with or
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without a deed amendment clause is still a restriction (granted in perpetuity) on the use
that may be made of the property, according to Code Section 170(h)(2)(C).
The language “granted in perpetuity” is a quantitative time requirement of the
definition of a qualified conservation contribution. The conservation easement must be
granted for perpetuity, that is, not for a term of years, in order to qualify. The
qualitative component of the definition is the restriction on the use of the property.
What must the conservation easement accomplish in order to qualify? It must restrict
the use of the property in order to qualify. It cannot allow all uses of the property in
order to qualify. Put together, the conservation easement must restrict uses of the
property (not allow any use of the property) and must be for perpetuity (not for a term
of years). For example, the conservation easement restricts use of the property to allow
only one home site in order to protect significant relatively natural habitat for
perpetuity. Neither the quantitative timeframe (granted in perpetuity, not for a term of
years) nor the qualitative element (restrictions on use of the property, not all uses are
permitted) are impacted by the existence of a deed amendment clause, which affects
neither the qualitative or quantitative elements of the definition.
Moreover, the conservation easement with a deed amendment clause bolsters
the protection of the easement’s conservation purposes over time. In this sense, a
typical deed amendment provision realizes the requirements of Code Section
170(h)(5)(A) that conservation easement be made exclusively for conservation purposes
that are protected in perpetuity. The Regulations, like the Code, state that conservation
purposes and easements are meant to be perpetual and, by allowing an easement’s
termination only under certain changed conditions and circumstances, anticipate the
need for responsiveness in the face of change. This need for responsiveness is
consistent with the 170(h)(2) definition of a qualified conservation contribution, which
should be read to include deference to state deed amendment processes. Neither
perpetual conservation purposes nor perpetual conservation easements therefore are
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undermined by the existence of a deed amendment clause in a conservation easement
or deference to deed amendment processes guided by state law.
The conservation easement deed’s amendment clause directs how deed
amendments are handled in accordance with state law. A state’s own statutes, common
law or policy might provide additional guidance supplanting or bolstering the language
of the Uniform Conservation Easement Act (UCEA). In the vast majority of states, a
conservation easement with or without a deed amendment provision can still be
amended under state law. Every state except North Dakota has passed a perpetual
conservation easement enabling statute, and many of these are based on the UCEA,
which expressly provides for the power to amend. And, in the occasional state where
the enabling act is silent on deed amendment, common and statutory real property law
establishes authority for deed amendments. Moreover, how real property interests can
be amended over perpetuity is a matter of state law, rather than federal tax law.
III.

Easement Deed Amendments Are Governed by State Real Property Law, Not by
Federal Tax Law or Regulations.
A.

State real property laws guiding conservation easement deed amendment
should continue to govern, and federal regulation would intrude.

Conservation easement deeds are amendable within the bounds of guiding state
real property laws, including state conservation easement enabling acts and real
property laws. If the IRS were to promulgate a new deed amendment regulation, it likely
would conflict with the state laws and policies guiding perpetual conservation easement
interests, including a state’s conservation easement enabling act and real property laws.
Further, the differences among the states in their legal traditions, the nature and
functions of their governmental institutions and the history of their land conservation
programs are just too diverse for a one-size-fits-all federal mandate on how to amend
conservation easement deeds.
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In recent years, several states have undertaken specific statutory or regulatory
measures to address conservation easement deed amendments. Maine’s conservation
easement act was revised in 2007 to require that deed amendments that materially
detract from an easement’s conservation values be approved by a court in an action to
which the state attorney general is made a party. Rhode Island enacted Maine’s
statutory language almost verbatim in 2012. Similarly, in New Hampshire, the attorney
general has implemented a policy that generally directs easement holders and
landowners to submit easement deed amendments to attorney general oversight.
Massachusetts, Montana and Nebraska also strictly regulate easement deed
amendments. Such laws and policies evolve well beyond the UCEA, while continuing
to complement the Regulations’ existing extinguishment language for donated
easements.
Instead of a one-size-fits-all federal regulation, state laws, regulations and
practices can and should direct appropriate oversight of amendment, making use of
state and local institutions. Montana’s conservation easement enabling act expressly
prevents third-party involvement and oversight, so the state defers such oversight
instead to a council composed of judges and stakeholders. New Hampshire creates a
policy for attorney general review in most circumstances. Maine directs deed
amendments with material impact to the public benefit to judicial review with the
attorney general as a party. Massachusetts and Nebraska require local government and
public approval of modification, not unlike their approval of conservation easement
creation process.
Easement holders in every state must therefore analyze easement deed
amendment decisions and follow processes for oversight consistent with the language
of the easement deed and with their own state laws and policies. State law, policies and
processes continue to evolve to guide perpetual conservation easement amendment
decision making, without IRS intervention. IRS recognition of and deference to the
variety of state laws and policies guiding real property interests and easement deed
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amendment not only removes the burden of additional unnecessary regulation and
oversight by the IRS, it also shifts that burden to conservation easement drafters and
holders and charges them with acting consistent with state law and policy.
A conservation easement drafted in a state following the UCEA language for
deed amendments could, for instance, direct oversight in the case of amendments
changing purposes or changing boundaries to its attorney general for review and
approval. Or, if the conservation easement amendment clause required neutral or
beneficial amendments with no detrimental impacts to conservation purposes and
values, the easement holder could determine consistency with that standard knowing
that all such deed amendments will be reported on its Form 990 to be reviewed by the
TE/GE Division of the IRS.
Moreover, IRS recognition of the state laws guiding deed amendment would
have the added benefit of the IRS not having to endorse any one legal authority over
another because such deference is not mutually exclusive. The parties would have full
awareness of the process for deed amendment and oversight while drafting, as would
the IRS when a federal tax deduction is sought. And state laws and policies guiding deed
amendment would not, and do not, conflict with federal laws guiding tax deductions.
B. State laws influencing conservation easement deed amendment do not
conflict with federal tax laws.
State law defines and describes how conservation easements can be amended,
and federal tax law determines the tax consequences of actions related to conservation
easements. There is no question of the primacy of federal law with respect to federal
tax collection or deductions: Code section 170(h) and its attendant Regulations guide
qualified conservation contributions granted for federal tax deductions. Code section
501(c)(3) and its attendant Regulations guide tax- exempt organizations, including
those that hold perpetual conservation easements. Federal law guides easements
donated for federal tax benefits and the behavior of tax-exempt holders of conservation
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easement deeds, and federal law is superior over any state laws that may seek to
regulate federal tax deductions or federally tax-exempt organizations. The Code and
Regulations, together with federal court decisions, set forth the tax law of perpetual
easements donated as tax-deductible gifts or as held by tax-exempt entities.
State conservation easement enabling statutes and real property law, however,
guide both donated and nondonated perpetual easements and provide a complement
to federal laws, particularly in cases of deed amendment where the Code and
Regulations are silent. It is a long-standing, undisputed legal principle that states can
create their own guidance in the form of real property laws, as the UCEA itself
intended that they would. See Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577 (1972)
(establishing the principle that property interests are created by state law).
Conservation easements are legally defined as real property interests by every legal
regime, federal and state law. States are empowered to create their own laws and
policies with regard to real property and its disposition. As long as state laws are
consistent with federal laws and as long as they focus on protecting the perpetual
nature of the grant—whether through cy pres proceedings in New Hampshire or
material detraction judicial examination in Maine or statutory safeguards in Montana—
they are compliant with the law of federal tax deductibility.
Further, doctrines of federalism instruct that where the federal government has
not preempted states through its own law making, states can pass their own laws. The
U.S. Constitution, Amendment X, establishes that powers not expressly granted to the
federal government are reserved to the states (U.S. Const. amend. X). Where federal
law is silent as to donated perpetual conservation easement deed amendment, a state
can pass its own laws guiding perpetual conservation easement deed amendment,
provided that these laws are not preempted by and do not conflict with existing federal
law. See Carpenter v. Comm’r, T.C. Memo 2012-1, at 18 (2012) (citing Kaufman II, 136
T.C. at 307 n.7). Given that the Code and Regulations are silent as to perpetual
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easement deed amendment, the Carpenter court’s deference to state laws in
determining how perpetual easements can be legally terminated remains instructive:
To determine whether the conservation easement deeds comply with
requirements for the conservation easement deduction under Federal tax
law, we must look to State law to determine the effect of the deeds. State
law determines the nature of the property rights, and Federal law determines
the appropriate tax treatment of those rights. . . . Specifically, we must look to
State law to determine how conservation easements may be extinguished.
See Carpenter, at 11.
The Code and Regulations therefore do not preempt state laws defining how
holders may protect and amend their perpetual conservation easement deeds, and
state laws can and do properly guide easement deed amendment decision making and
process. A state properly undertakes oversight of deed amendments, for example, in a
manner suited to the laws, regulatory climate and budget of that state. Moreover,
state laws or policies add further protections to federal laws, ensuring that the public
benefits provided by conservation easements will be perpetuated in a modified
easement that better serves the public interest. Federal law does not prohibit deed
amendments, even if the easement donor claimed a federal income tax deduction, as
long as the state law governing easement deed amendment does not conflict with the
requirements of federal law and ensures that the conservation purposes of the
easement are protected in perpetuity.
Rather than rulemaking under Section 1.170A-14 of the Regulations to add
oversight for amendment processes, the IRS can instead (and already does) rely on
existing state laws and policies themselves directing such oversight or rely on the
language of the conservation easement deed itself directing such oversight consistent
with state law.
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IV.

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing state of the law, existing regulatory environment and

available facts and statistics showing the rarity of conservation easement amendments,
the Alliance asks the IRS to reconsider the wisdom of proceeding with rulemaking for a
new conservation easement amendment regulation. If the IRS concludes that additional
oversight of conservation easement amendments is necessary, the IRS can avail itself of
its existing oversight through TE/GE, instead of rulemaking for a new amendment
regulation. Such restraint will allow conservation easement processes for deed
amendment guided by state law on the one hand and increased supervision of deed
amendments by the IRS on the other hand. The sum and balance of this approach is well
within the IRS’s authority, as well as equitable, inclusive, responsive and proportionate
to the necessary amount of federal regulation of deed amendment processes involving
perpetual conservation easements over time.
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IRS Notice 2017-10: What Land Trusts Need to Know
The Internal Revenue Service is working to halt conservation donations that give investors back more
money than they donate. IRS Notice 2017-10 (the “Notice”), published Dec. 23, 2016, identifies and
classifies certain highly overvalued conservation easement transactions as “listed transactions.” As a
result, investors and “material advisors” must file a report identifying these transactions to the IRS by
May 1, 2017. If obligated individuals or entities fail to file this report, they could face severe fines.
So that land trusts can better understand the Notice and its repercussions, the Land Trust Alliance has
prepared this document in conjunction with leading legal experts. This general overview will likely
answer most questions you have about the Notice. If you have additional questions, contact Land Trust
Alliance Conservation Defense Director Leslie Ratley-Beach at lrbeach@lta.org.

What does the Notice mean for land trusts?
For almost all conservation donations, the Notice will not affect donors or land trusts. The Notice
specifically exempts land trusts from having to report simply because the land trust accepted an
easement or land donation. Moreover, the problematic transactions described in the Notice are rare,
and very few Alliance member land trusts have ever seen one of these transactions, let alone
participated in one.
So the notice doesn’t affect traditional donations?
The Notice narrowly targets investment scheme transactions and is not intended to be a deterrent to
traditional conservation donations. Donations made by an individual, family or family partnership that
has not sold partnerships are not subject to the Notice. Donations from other entities, too, are unlikely
to be subject to the Notice because the Notice narrowly defines covered transactions to those that
feature four specific characteristics (see below).
What transactions does this Notice cover?
With this Notice, the IRS is targeting transactions involving conservation easements and land donations
in which very high tax deductions are deliberately and explicitly “promoted” to potential investors.
These transactions, which serve to shelter income from tax, generally involve investors who otherwise
have little or no interest in the specific property.
Section 2 of the Notice explicitly lists the four elements of a “listed transaction.” To qualify as being
subject to the Notice, all four requirements must be present:
•
•
•
•

promotional materials, which can be oral or written; and
investors; and
a promised federal tax deduction that is at least 250% of the investor’s investment; and
the contribution and deduction.

A transaction that meets all four requirements is what the IRS wants to review more closely. And rightly
so. An investor can only realize this sort of deduction if the value of the property has dramatically

increased in value between the time of their investment and the donation – which in many of these
transactions is less than one year.
It should be noted these are the same types of transactions the Alliance warned land trusts to avoid in
our advisories published in June 2015 and August 2016. In those advisories, we cautioned that
overvalued conservation easement transactions should cause serious concern to land trusts following
Standard 10 of Land Trust Standards and Practices. Please continue to use the latest advisory and other
Alliance-issued materials to assist your outside counsel in assessing any questionable transactions.
Does this Notice only apply to 2016 transactions?
No. The Notice requires reporting on transactions entered into on or after January 1, 2010, that meet all
the qualifications outlined above.
What’s this I see about an exemption for land trusts?
Generally speaking, land trusts (i.e. donees) are not required to report a transaction to the IRS. The
Notice expressly states:
For purposes of this notice, a donee described in § 170(c) [of the Internal Revenue Code] shall
not be treated as a party to the transaction under § 4965 [of the Internal Revenue Code] or a
participant under § 1.6011-4 [of the Treasury Regulations].
As a practical matter, this means no land trust should fear it is required to report under the Notice
simply because it worked with a donor to complete and accept a conservation donation. Even if the
donation fits the description above of a “listed transaction,” land trusts are still not obligated to report
the transaction. The only exception would be where the land trust acted as a “material advisor” in the
transaction.
What would make a land trust a “material advisor” to a transaction?
As defined by 26 CFR 301.6111-3, a land trust becomes a “material advisor” only when it:




provides “material aid, assistance, or advice” including a “tax statement” about a listed
transaction (see below, but note this does not include any statement by a land trust in its role as
donee); and
receives at least $10,000 for doing so.

Generally speaking, land trusts are not a “material advisor” to a transaction for the purposes of this
Notice.
But what about negotiating an easement? Or signing Form 8283? Or any of the many other tasks land
trusts complete to facilitate a donation? Does any of that work make a land trust a “material
advisor”?
No. Under normal circumstances, the usual and customary tasks associated with conservation easement
transactions will not make a land trust a “material advisor” for the purposes of this Notice. These usual
and customary tasks include – but are not limited to – discussing land conservation with potential
donors, negotiating, signing and accepting a conservation easement, preparing a baseline

documentation report, sending a “contemporaneous written acknowledgement” or “gift letter,” or
signing Form 8283.
The IRS isn’t trying to trick land trusts. The Service knows what being a donee involves, and the Service
wouldn’t have specifically provided an exclusion for accepting a donation if the donee’s usual and
customary tasks would require the donee reporting itself as a “material advisor.” This fact is affirmed by
contrasting this Notice with other, similar notices. In these other instances, charities and nonprofits that
received donations were specifically included by being made parties to the transaction.
In short, if the IRS wanted information from land trusts, it had the power to demand it. Instead, the
Service has excluded land trusts. If, however, you have any questions about a particular transaction or
were paid more than $10,000 for work on a transaction that appears to meet the requirements of the
Notice, please consult your land trust tax attorney.
What does the Notice mean when it talks about “substantively similar” transactions?
Donations of land in fee that meet the criteria described in the Notice also are likely to be subject to
reporting requirements. When the IRS identifies a “listed transaction,” the listing applies not just to the
exact transaction described, but also to transactions that are “substantially similar.” A syndication of
deductions from the donation of land in fee, where investors are promised the potential of a deduction
more than 2.5 times their investment, is very likely to be seen by the IRS as “substantially similar” to the
conservation easement donation described in the Notice.
Just so I know, what are the penalties for not reporting?
For a “material advisor,” the penalty for not reporting is the greater of $200,000 or 50% of the gross
income the advisor received for aiding the transaction. Reporting is required on Form 8918. It is
important to remember that the Notice imposes a reporting requirement regardless of whether the
transaction is sound and the claimed deduction is fully supportable.
What’s the conclusion to all this?
Everyone involved in land conservation should take the Notice seriously. But outside the realm of
easement donation syndications and substantially similar transactions, such as syndicated land
donations, this Notice has no effect. Land trusts that comply fully and operate in good faith with Land
Trust Standards and Practices and the Alliance’s advisory on these matters are safe.

The Land Trust Alliance furnishes materials as tools to help land trusts with the understanding that the Land Trust Alliance is not rendering legal,
accounting or other professional counsel. This article is not tax or legal advice. If a land trust requires legal advice or other expert assistance,
seek the services of competent professionals. The Land Trust Alliance is solely responsible for this content. (Sources and additional resources
available upon request.)
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POP QUIZ!!!
or
“Let’s Make a Deal –
Would YOU Accept this Easement??”
By
Stephen J. Small, Esq.

The DEALS with asterisks (*) are examples taken from my article (included as a
handout) about syndicated conservation easement deals in Tax Notes in May, 2016, “A Modest
Legislative Proposal to Shut Down Specific Tax Shelters.” All of the information in the
asterisked DEALS below is real, that is, taken from real offering material for real investment
opportunities.

DEAL #1: Lowland Plantation Holdings, LLC*. The property is 325 acres of “raw
land” in a relatively rural area of Georgia, surrounded by very little development. According to
the offering materials, the property is undeveloped and has certain important unnamed
conservation values. For an investment of $40,000, an individual investor will receive an
“allocated federal deduction” of $168,256.
The total amount to “buy into” DEAL #1 is $3,800,000, and a 150+-page appraisal,
included in the offering materials, values the conservation easement at $17,700,000. State tax
credits are also potentially available.
The offering materials from this transaction are a beautiful piece of work. There is a
handsome private placement memorandum, Operating Agreements and Amended Operating
Agreements, Certificates of Organization, other miscellaneous documents, a beautiful report with
photos and tax code text to illustrate how a conservation easement on the property will qualify
for a deduction under Section 170(h), a draft deed of conservation easement to the named donee
organization, a 60-page Feasibility Report on a proposed mixed-use development of the subject
(curiously enough, the date on the feasibility report is October, 2006; one seems to recall a
different real estate market in 2006), and a 30+-page opinion letter. There is a review appraisal
letter blessing the appraisal.
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How does the appraiser get to $18 million? This is America!!! Who sells an $18 million
property for $4 million? The answer appears more than 70 pages into the appraisal: as
comparable sales for a relatively rural Georgia property, the appraiser used sales in the
Orlando, Florida, metropolitan area. The appraiser notes the sales were from “contiguous
Florida”.
Among other things, the law firm opinion letter notes this: since the value of the
Conservation Easement involves a “subjective determination” by the appraiser, “we cannot opine
on whether the value determined” in the appraisal “accurately reflects the fair market value of
the Conservation Easement.”

1. What are the key, threshold points of Notice 2017-10?
2. Under IRS Notice 2017-10, would this be a “Listed Transaction”?
3. Would your land trust accept this easement?
DEAL #2: Some “angels” help out. John owns Riverview Farm. He is getting older, the
work is hard, the kids aren’t interested in the farm, and he has decided to sell. Because of
increasing development pressure in the area, Riverview Farm is worth $2.5 million (assume that
number is the correct fair market value). The farm is an important piece of open space in your
service area, and its protection would be important to your mission.
One of John’s neighbors, who is on your board, tells you she is going to reach out to
some other “like-minded people” in the area and see what she can do. She ends up getting
commitments from two other neighbors, who are not on your board, and two other people who
are strong supporters of the land trust’s mission and are not board members or neighbors. The
five of them have reached an agreement that they will form an LLC, they will each contribute
$510,000 to the LLC, the LLC will purchase Riverview Farm for the $2.5 million asking price
(and have a little cash remaining in the LLC’s account), and at some point after they take title
they will convey to the land trust a conservation easement on the farm, allowing continuing
agricultural activities and the residence for the owner, and appropriate structures supportive of
agricultural activities, but no further residential development and no division.
They have talked to a local appraiser who has given them an oral guesstimate that such a
conservation easement will bring the value of the farm down to roughly $1,000,000.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the key, threshold points of Notice 2017-10?
Under IRS Notice 2017-10, would this be a “Listed Transaction”?
Would your land trust accept this easement?
Bonus: if you were the appraiser, what appraisal rule in the conservation easement
regulations might you need to think about, or get advice from counsel on?

DEAL #3: Sand Hills Aggregate Investors, LLC*. ABC LLC has owned the subject
property, say less than 400 acres, for more than a year. The property is essentially undeveloped
and undisturbed, although it has no known important conservation values. A new LLC, Sand
Hills Aggregate Investors, LLC, is being formed which will buy a 95% interest in ABC LLC.
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According to the offering materials, the projected “investment,” that is, the cost to purchase the
95% interest, is $30 million to $40 million dollars. The anticipated deduction from the donation
of a conservation easement is $160,000,000 (that is not a typo), based on an initial appraisal of
the value of sand and “aggregate” that is presumed to be on the property.
The offering materials include an extensive discussion of many of the same issues
covered in the Plantation Holdings offering, with considerable time spent on the valuation of
mineral resources such as sand and aggregate and considerable discussion of various relevant
court cases.

1. What are the key, threshold points of Notice 2017-10?
2. Under IRS Notice 2017-10, would this be a “Listed Transaction”?
3. Would your land trust accept this easement?
DEAL #4: Sand Hills Aggregate Investors, LLC. Assume all the same facts as in
DEAL #3, except the 400-acre property has significant conservation values and provides habitat
and support for wildlife in the surrounding area, which is mostly rural and undeveloped.
1. What are the key, threshold points of Notice 2017-10?
2. Under IRS Notice 2017-10, would this be a “Listed Transactions”?
3. Would your land trust accept this easement?
DEAL #5: Local family plans to donate an easement!! In 1990, John and Mary
purchased Riverview Farm for $1,000,000. They put $250,000 down and took out a $750,000
mortgage from the local bank. Shortly after the purchase, they formed Brown Family LLC and
began giving away LLC interests from time to time over the years to their three children. John
and Mary now each own 12 ½% of the LLC interests and each child owns 25% of the LLC
interests.
Riverview Farm is now worth $2,500,000, John and Mary are getting old, and the kids
don’t want the farm, but they all love it as a special place and they never want to see it paved
over. The LLC wants to convey a conservation easement on Riverview Farm. The family has
talked to a local appraiser who has given them an oral guesstimate that such a conservation
easement will bring the value of the farm down to roughly $1,000,000.
1. What are the key, threshold points of Notice 2017-10?
2. Under IRS Notice 2017-10, would this be a “Listed Transaction”?
3. Would your land trust accept this easement?
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Listing Notice--Syndicated Conservation Easement Transactions

Notice 2017-10
The Department of the Treasury (Treasury Department) and the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) are aware that some promoters are syndicating conservation
easement transactions that purport to give investors the opportunity to obtain charitable
contribution deductions in amounts that significantly exceed the amount invested. This
notice alerts taxpayers and their representatives that the transaction described in
section 2 of this notice is a tax avoidance transaction and identifies this transaction, and
substantially similar transactions, as listed transactions for purposes of § 1.6011-4(b)(2)
of the Income Tax Regulations (Regulations) and §§ 6111 and 6112 of the Internal
Revenue Code (Code). This notice also alerts persons involved with these transactions
that certain responsibilities may arise from their involvement.
SECTION 1. BACKGROUND
Section 170(f)(3)(B)(iii) of the Code allows a deduction for a qualified
conservation contribution. A qualified conservation contribution is a contribution of a
qualified real property interest to a qualified organization exclusively for conservation
purposes. Section 170(h)(1) through (5); § 1.170A-14. A qualified real property interest
includes a restriction, granted in perpetuity, on the use that may be made of real

property. Section 170(h)(2)(C). For purposes of this notice, a qualified real property
interest is referred to as a conservation easement.
The Treasury Department and the IRS have become aware that some promoters
are syndicating conservation easement transactions that purport to give investors the
opportunity to claim charitable contribution deductions in amounts that significantly
exceed the amount invested. In such a syndicated conservation easement transaction,
a promoter offers prospective investors in a partnership or other pass-through entity
(“pass-through entity”) the possibility of a charitable contribution deduction for donation
of a conservation easement.
The promoters (i) identify a pass-through entity that owns real property, or (ii)
form a pass-through entity to acquire real property. Additional tiers of pass-through
entities may be formed. The promoters then syndicate ownership interests in the passthrough entity that owns the real property, or in one or more of the tiers of pass-through
entities, using promotional materials suggesting to prospective investors that an investor
may be entitled to a share of a charitable contribution deduction that equals or exceeds
an amount that is two and one-half times the amount of the investor’s investment. The
promoters obtain an appraisal that purports to be a qualified appraisal as defined in
§ 170(f)(11)(E)(i) but that greatly inflates the value of the conservation easement based
on unreasonable conclusions about the development potential of the real property.
After an investor invests in the pass-through entity, either directly or through one or
more tiers of pass-through entities, the pass-through entity donates a conservation
2

easement encumbering the property to a tax-exempt entity. Investors who held their
direct or indirect interests in the pass-through entity for one year or less may rely on the
pass-through entity’s holding period in the underlying real property to treat the donated
conservation easement as long-term capital gain property under § 170(e)(1). The
promoter receives a fee or other consideration with respect to the promotion, which may
be in the form of an interest in the pass-through entity. The IRS intends to challenge
the purported tax benefits from this transaction based on the overvaluation of the
conservation easement. The IRS may also challenge the purported tax benefits from
this transaction based on the partnership anti-abuse rule, economic substance, or other
rules or doctrines.
SECTION 2. FACTS
A transaction described in this section is a listed transaction. An investor
receives promotional materials that offer prospective investors in a pass-through entity
the possibility of a charitable contribution deduction that equals or exceeds an amount
that is two and one-half times the amount of the investor’s investment. The promotional
materials may be oral or written. For purposes of this notice, promotional materials
include, but are not limited to, documents described in § 301.6112-1(b)(3)(iii)(B) of the
Regulations. The investor purchases an interest, directly or indirectly (through one or
more tiers of pass-through entities), in the pass-through entity that holds real property.
The pass-through entity that holds the real property contributes a conservation
easement encumbering the property to a tax-exempt entity and allocates, directly or
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through one or more tiers of pass-through entities, a charitable contribution deduction to
the investor. Following that contribution, the investor reports on his or her federal
income tax return a charitable contribution deduction with respect to the conservation
easement.
SECTION 3. LISTED TRANSACTIONS
Transactions entered into on or after January 1, 2010, that are the same as, or
substantially similar to, the transaction described in section 2 of this notice are identified
as “listed transactions” for purposes of § 1.6011-4(b)(2) and §§ 6111 and 6112 effective
December 23, 2016. Persons entering into these transactions on or after January 1,
2010, must disclose the transactions as described in § 1.6011-4 for each taxable year in
which the taxpayer participated in the transactions, provided that the period of
limitations for assessment of tax has not ended on or before December 23, 2016.
Material advisors, including appraisers, who make a tax statement on or after January
1, 2010, with respect to transactions entered into on or after January 1, 2010, have
disclosure and list maintenance obligations under §§ 6111 and 6112. See §§ 301.61113, 301.6112-1.
For rules regarding the time for providing disclosure of a transaction described in
this notice, see §§ 1.6011-4(e) and 301.6111-3(e). However, if, under § 1.6011-4(e)(1),
a taxpayer is required to file a disclosure statement with respect to a transaction
described in this notice after December 23, 2016, and prior to May 1, 2017, that
disclosure statement will be considered to be timely filed if the taxpayer alternatively
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files the disclosure with the Office of Tax Shelter Analysis by May 1 (because April 30 is
a Sunday). In addition, for purposes of disclosure of transactions described in this
notice, the 90-day period provided in § 1.6011-4(e)(2)(i) is extended to 180 days.
Further, if under § 301.6111-3(e), a material advisor is required to file a disclosure
statement with respect to the listed transaction described in this notice by January 31,
2017, that disclosure statement will be considered to be timely filed if the taxpayer files
the disclosure with the Office of Tax Shelter Analysis by May 1, 2017 (because April 30
is a Sunday).
Independent of their classification as listed transactions, transactions that are the
same as, or substantially similar to, the syndicated conservation easement transaction
described in section 2 may already be subject to the requirements of §§ 6011, 6111,
6112, or the regulations thereunder. The transaction described in section 2 is identified
as a listed transaction regardless of whether the transaction has the characteristics
described in section 1 of this notice.
Whether a taxpayer has participated in the listed transaction described in section
2 of this notice will be determined under § 1.6011-4(c)(3)(i)(A). Participants include, but
are not limited to, investors, the pass-through entity (any tier, if multiple tiers are
involved in the transaction), or any other person whose tax return reflects tax
consequences or a tax strategy described in section 2.
For purposes of this notice, a donee described in § 170(c) shall not be treated as
a party to the transaction under § 4965 or a participant under § 1.6011-4.
5

Participants required to disclose these transactions under § 1.6011-4 who fail to
do so will be subject to penalties under § 6707A. Participants required to disclose these
transactions under § 1.6011-4 who fail to do so may also be subject to an extended
period of limitations under § 6501(c)(10). Material advisors required to disclose these
transactions under § 6111 who fail to do so may be subject to the penalty under § 6707.
Material advisors required to maintain lists of investors under § 6112 who fail to do so
(or who fail to provide such lists when requested by the IRS) may be subject to the
penalty under § 6708(a). In addition, the IRS may impose other penalties on persons
involved in these transactions or substantially similar transactions, including the
accuracy-related penalty under § 6662 or § 6662A, the § 6694 penalty for
understatements of a taxpayer’s liability by a tax return preparer, and the § 6695A
penalty for certain valuation misstatements attributable to incorrect appraisals.
The Treasury Department and the IRS recognize that some taxpayers may have
filed tax returns taking the position that they were entitled to the purported tax benefits
of the type of transaction described in this notice. These taxpayers should take
appropriate corrective action and ensure that their transactions are disclosed properly.
DRAFTING INFORMATION
The principal authors of this notice are Angella L. Warren and Maxine M. WooGarcia of the Office of Associate Chief Counsel (Income Tax & Accounting). For further
information regarding this notice contact Ms. Warren at (202) 317-7003
(not a toll-free call) or Ms. Woo-Garcia at (202) 317-7011 (not a toll-free call).
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Syndicated Conservation Easement Transactions Identified in Notice 2017-10

Notice 2017-29
On December 23, 2016, the IRS released Notice 2017-10, 2017-4 IRB 544,
identifying syndicated conservation easement transactions described in section 2 of
that notice and substantially similar transactions as listed transactions for purposes of
§ 1.6011-4(b)(2) of the Income Tax Regulations and §§ 6111 and 6112 of the Internal
Revenue Code. Section 3 of Notice 2017-10 provides that in the case of a participant
with a disclosure obligation with respect to these transactions under § 1.6011-4(e)(2)(i)
(regarding subsequently listed transactions), the disclosure is due to the IRS Office of
Tax Shelter Analysis on June 21, 2017. In response to requests for additional time for
participants to meet the disclosure obligation with respect to these transactions under
§ 1.6011-4(e)(2)(i), this notice extends the due date for participants filing disclosures
under § 1.6011-4(e)(2)(i) from June 21, 2017, until October 2, 2017.
The due date for disclosure by material advisors under § 301.6111-3(e) and
participants who have disclosure obligations under § 1.6011-4(e)(1) (regarding returns
filed after December 23, 2016) with respect to the transaction described in section 2 of
Notice 2017-10 is unchanged by this notice and remains May 1, 2017.
This notice also provides that for purposes of Notice 2017-10, a donee described
in § 170(c) is not treated as a material advisor under § 6111.
EFFECT ON OTHER DOCUMENTS
Notice 2017-10 is modified.

